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“I would no longer be able to drive because I could turn in the wrong direction and have a wreck (trouble distinguishing from right and left).”

http://www.miniau.com/social/one-best-things-studying-online/

My poem homework is due, but I was unable to figure out what to write to finish the homework (Inability to locate the words for writing).

I have an intramural soccer game for my sorority and am afraid I will make the team lose because I am an awful player since my accident (difficulties with eye and hand coordination).

http://www.washingtonpost.com/sports/highschools/no-2-good-counsel-gets-soccer-rivals-to-tie-3-0-connell-after-facing-early-defeat/2013/07/22/20189e22-2899-11e2-aad2-d0d304f0b581_story.html

I forgot to press the button and proceeded to ride the elevator for ten minutes until I put my phone down and realize what happened (inability to attend to more than one object at a time).

http://secrets-behind-smiles.tumblr.com/

My professor tells me to sit down and begin taking notes. However, I cannot read the notes on the board to write them down (problems with reading).